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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

DATE:

October 19, 2016

TO:

Public Works and Gang Reduction Committee
Budget and Finance Committee
Attention: Office of the City Clerk
City Hall, Room 395

FROM;

Nazario Sauceda, Director
Bureau of Street Services

SUBJECT:

CITY COUNCIL INSTRUCTION FOR BUREAU OF STREET SERVICES TO REPORT
RELATIVE TO BUREAU OF STREET SERVICES ITEMS CONTAINED IN THE
CITYWIDE SIDEWALK REPAIR PROGRAM - CF 14-0163-S3

SUMMARY
This report is responsive to the Public Works and Gang Committee (PWGC) and Budget and Finance Committee
(BFC), CF 14-0163-S3, regarding the proposed Citywide Sidewalk Repair Program (CSRP). The Bureau of Street
Services (BSS) is requested to respond to items number 5, 14, 21, 28, and 35 of the joint committee’s requests.
Response to the aforementioned items includes but is not limited to:
• Report on options for a Sidewalk Inspection program
o Certification of Sidewalks
o Sidewalk Inventory
• Third-party guarantee of sidewalk repairs
• Urban Forest Best Management Practices (BMP)
o Tree preservation/retention
o Tree removal/replacement criteria
o Sidewalk/tree conflict tree removal options
■ Sidewalk relocation (meandering)
■ Tree well enlargement
■ Root pruning
o Green infrastructure inclusion
o Water usage control
• Streamlining City tree removal and replacement policies
• Collaboration with other urban forestry organizations
• Use of alternative sidewalk construction materials

BACKGROUND
The City of Los Angeles (City) is embarking upon the repair of the City’s Sidewalk System at locations that prohibit
the safe passage of the City’s residents and visitors. The CSRP proposes to repair sidewalks that do not conform to
the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements.
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The City has allocated approximately $31 Million in the 16-17 fiscal year budget to begin the CSRP. The CSRP goal
is to provide a sidewalk system that is accessible to all of the City’s residents while complying with ADA
requirements. The BSS is committed to collaborating with the Mayor’s office, City Council, and City of Los
Angeles (City) Departments to ensure the success of the CSRP.
Accomplishing this goal requires a thorough understanding of ADA requirements and how/why sidewalks do not
comply with the requirements and the reasons for the impassable or unsafe conditions occurring. While no empirical
Sidewalk System data is currently available, a very significant percentage of the damaged sidewalks is attributed to
Street Tree conflict; subsequently, the CSRP can expect to significantly impact the City’s Street Tree population.
Therefore, it is incumbent the City carefully examine the expected Street Tree population impacts to determine the
best methods to ensure the sustainability of both the Sidewalk System and the Street Tree population.
The BSS is aware that the compatibility of a sustainable Sidewalk System and Street Tree population may seem
mutually exclusive. The BSS suggests the policies, procedures, and practices created should focus on developing
long-term goals and not on issues that immediately effect either system. In other words, the Sidewalk System and
Street Tree sustainability can be achieved if the City can visualize an outcome wherein after the CSRP’s completion
the City has both a Sidewalk System and Street Tree population sustainable with regular but significantly reduced
annual financial obligations.
The BSS acknowledges the CSRP success can only be achieved by the participation and buy-in of the residents
relative to the CSRP policies the City adopts. Therefore, it is imperative that stakeholders be part of the policy
creation process and be continually informed as the policies are adopted.

RECITAL
The items included in the PWGC and BFC Council File request report backs from many different City Departments
and Agencies. A total of thirty-five reportable items are included most of which are directed to lead Departments in
coordination, conjunction, or consultation with other Departments/Agencies. This report is responsive to those items
directed to the BSS, #’s 5,14, 21,28, and 35. Several of these items overlap and therefore the responses below may
be somewhat redundant or repetitive.

ITEM # 5
SIDEWALK INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS
The proposed 16-17 CSRP budget funding includes $7.6 Million for Access Requests Program repair locations of
which any necessary repair work shall be undertaken by the BSS. The scope of work includes but is not limited to
sidewalk repair work and any ancillary tree, curb/gutter, or driveway work that may be required. An additional $6
Million is provided in the CSRP Incentive Program that will provide residents an opportunity to repair sidewalks
adjacent to their properties and receive a City rebate in an amount that currently is expected to be 50% of the total
cost of repair. The Bureau of Engineering (BOE) is the responsible party for oversight and management of both
programs.

Access Requests Prouram
The BSS recommends the inspection and certification of sites repaired under the auspices of this program be the
BSS responsibility. The inspection services provided are:
• Site pre-inspection - Determine the need for sidew'alk repair. If repairs necessary, determine the scope of
work in square feet for sidewalk or driveway and linear feet for curb and gutter. Determine necessary tree
work to effect sidewalk repair including but not limited to tree removal, root pruning, tree well enlargement,
etc.
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•
°

Site post-inspection - Provide certificate of completion and ADA compliance. Begin 20 year guarantee
period.
Provide/submit all pre- and post-inspection data to BOE managed and maintained Sidewalk and Curb Ramp
Access Management System.

Sidewalk Repair Incentive Program
The BSS recommends the sidewalk inspection requirements be met by the BOE and the Bureau of Contract
Administration (BCA) as these sites require permitting by BOE and inspection by BCA as per the Los Angeles
Municipal Code (LAMC). As repairs undertaken in the Incentive Program are at City resident’s discretion and
controlled by the BOE permitting process, the BSS will perform necessary tree inspections to allow the Incentive
Program applicant to perform sidewalk repair and obtain tree removal or root prune permits as necessary as currently
occurs when property owners choose to undertake sidewalk repair.

ITEM #14
THIRD PARTY TREE RETENTION RESPONSIBILITY
Item #14 directs the BSS, with the assistance of the City Attorney (CA), to report relative to the ability of a third
party to be the designated responsible party for a site if a street tree is retained in spite of the property owner’s
objection to the tree being retained. The question of responsibility is entirely a legal issue. The CA office should be
the proper agency to respond to this directive. However in the event the CA office finds that third party
responsibility is possible, the BSS will provide any professional tree information necessary to the CA upon request.

ITEM #21
CSRP STREET TREE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
In addition to great beauty, the City’s street tree population provides shade and other environmental benefits,
increases property values, creates community identity, and generally enhances the quality of urban life. Trees,
including the street tree population, are linked to mitigating the known effects of global warming and climate
change.
The CSRP is anticipated to greatly impact the City’s street tree population. The BSS estimates street trees create a
significant percentage of the City’s damaged sidewalks. Therefore, it is imperative the City create policies and
procedures that clearly define how the sidewalk/street tree conflict is addressed.
Although it would be ideal that all healthy, mature street trees could be retained, due to the small areas in which
street trees exist this will not be possible. Development of any tree policies should be based upon Arboriculture
Best Management Practices (BMP) and research. Developing tree policies globally and specific to street trees and
the CSRP also will include experience derived from the City’s 2000-2009 Sidewalk Repair Program.

Tree Removal Criteria-Tree Removal Alternative-Tree Retention
Utilizing Arboriculture BMP and research and the knowledge the BSS acquired from the City’s previous Sidewalk
Repair Program, the BSS recommends the following:
• Tree Removal Criteria - Every street tree removal request is evaluated on a case-by-case basis, regardless of
its association with the CSRP or other removal reason. The following protocol shall be followed:
o Trees exhibiting crown dieback in excess of 50% shall be removed
o Trees exhibiting signs (crown dieback, cankers, exudates, etc) of Xylella or other severe pest
infestations shall be removed

o

All trees impacted by the CSRP with a 50% or greater foliated crown shall have an International
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•

Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Basic Tree Risk Assessment (BTRA) Form completed for each
individual tree. The assessment will provide the Bureau a basis to determine the viability of
exercising tree removal options at each site.
■
Trees with a BTRA risk rating of extreme shall be removed
■ Trees with a BTRA risk rating of low-high may be considered as candidates for retention
■ Young vigorous trees shall be retained whenever possible while older and over mature trees
shall be considered for removal (BMP)
Tree Retention/Tree Removal Alternatives - Trees determined by the BTRA to pose acceptable risk
thresholds may be considered for retention by:
o Tree Well Enlargement - Trees existing in monolithic or full-width sidewalks (sidewalks that exist
from back of curb to the inside of the public ROW without a continuous planting strip) are planted in
Tree Wells. The City’s tree well standard size was 4’ X 4’ until 2013. In 2013 the Tree Well
Standard became 4’ X 6’. The 4’X 4’ tree well is the most prevalent existing Tree Well size. When
possible at locations where tree roots have created an offgrade sidewalk condition, Tree Wells will
be enlarged to the maximum size possible while still maintaining ADA accessibility requirements.
Note: Root pruning may also be necessary
o Sidewalk ramping - In public ROW types where continuous planting strips (parkways) exist with
trees, the reconstructed sidewalk may be placed on top of the root plate (ramped). Ramping requires
enough linear space on each side of the highest point of the ramp to allow for a slope of no more than

12:1
o

o

Sidewalk Minimizing - In public ROW types where continuous planting strips (parkways) exist with
trees, sidewalks may be reduced in width to allow for more root growth area if the remaining
sidewalk width still maintains ADA accessibility. Note: Root pruning may also be necessary
Root pruning - Root pruning is a practice wherein roots are cut that are creating an offgrade sidewalk
condition to allow for the sidewalk to be reconstructed ongrade and in compliance with ADA
requirements. Root pruning may be hazardous to both a tree’s structural stability and/or health.
Selection of trees that can be root pruned includes but is not limited to tree species, distance from
trunk that roots are pruned, size of pruned roots, and volume of root plate impacted by the root
pruning.
ISA BMPs and Arboriculture research generally agree that root pruning any closer than three to five
times the trees diameter is highly discouraged. Utilizing these limits even at the low end (three times
diameter) would nearly preclude all street trees from being root pruned. For example, a ten inch
diameter tree would not be able to be root pruned any closer than 10” X 3=30”. A five foot parkway
or tree well would preclude root pruning as the root pruning would occur too close to the trunk. This
example is extreme in that most trees damaging sidewalks are much larger than ten inches diameter.
The average open parkway size is five to six feet and as noted prior, the average tree well size is 4’ X
4’. In other words, using BMPs would preclude root pruning as a tree retention method.

That said, the City in its earlier 2000-2009 Sidewalk Repair Program performed root pruning on
thousands of street frees. At that time, the City set root pruning standards based upon a species list of
trees that could potentially be considered for root pruning and limiting root pruning to only one side
of the planting area in which the tree was planted. For example, a tree in a 4’ X 4’ tree well could
only be root pruned on one side of that well. The Bureau recommends this policy be applied to
currently proposed trees removals and the possibility of their retention.

o

Sidewalk Relocation (Meandering) - Sidewalk meandering is physically relocating the sidewalk
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location to provide enough room for the tree’s root crown and plate to coexist with the sidewalk. The
intention of meandering is to minimize or eliminate the impact to the tree and create the potential for
no future conflict.
Sidewalk meandering requires the adjacent property owner to dedicate an additional portion of their
“private property” for use as the public ROW. New dedication requires a legal process in which the
newly dedicated property is recorded with the County Assessor and becomes part of the City
controlled public ROW.
BSS recommends the City Attorney’s office and BOE collaborate to create an expedited dedication
process enabling property owners who choose to exercise this option to retain an existing street tree.
Tree retention is at its very nature a temporary remedy. Regardless of the tree retention method employed from the
above options, the possibility of the tree root system re-establishing and again coming in conflict with the sidewalk
exists. The Bureau has not empirically studied the previous sidewalk repair program sites but has investigated many
of the repair locations and determined that a significant portion of the sidewalk repair locations now exhibit some
degree of offgrade sidewalk conditions.
This fact must be considered in light of the City ’ s proposed twenty year sidewalk certification guarantee to property
owners. The CSRP program’s overall success must take into account the fact that retained trees will almost
assuredly again create offgrade sidewalk conditions within the twenty year period. There are two methods in which
this ultimate outcome can be addressed.
•

Establish a programmatic root pruning schedule - The risk of future sidewalk conflict can be highly
minimized with a regular root pruning schedule. The Bureau opines the root pruning schedule would be in
the three to five year range (more study will occur and Bureau will report back if this is the path chosen).
The goal is to root prune prior to any sidewalk disruption and not have to again reconstruct the sidewalk.
Root pruning could occur with a minimal cost, estimated to be approximately $650/root pruned site, relative
to tree removal and sidewalk reconstruction. This would not preclude the eventual need for tree removal as
the Bureau is not aware of any research performed on repeated root pruning of large trees over long time
periods. Additionally, if this option were exercised on a large scale within the CSRP, during the proposed 30
year program length, a significant funding amount would at some point be directed to the root pruning
maintenance program potentially decreasing the amount of sidewalk repair that can be performed.
The funding of a programmatic root pruning program would have to be determined. Possible funding sources
include but may not be limited to the Willit’s settlement monies or the City’s General Fund.

•

Root prune absent programmatic root pruning schedule - Since it is the Bureau’s experience that a sizeable
portion of root pruned trees can be expected to create offgrade conditions within less than twenty years, the
Bureau will be performing sidewalk repair again at many locations. It is highly unlikely that the second
repair would not automatically require tree removal. This option would be extremely costly as well as very
unsustainable. Therefore, the City should be very thoughtful when determining tree retention if no root
pruning maintenance program exists.

Tree Removal Permit Process Improvement-Tree Replacement Planting-Species Selection
The Street Tree Population is under attack by stressors including but not limited to pests, Xylella (fungus) and Beetle
and Borer species (insects), and Southern California’s historical drought. The CSRP will also place further stress on
the Street Tree population.
Nevertheless, the challenges presented by these multiple stresses, if properly addressed over the long term, can result
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in a sustainable Sidewalk System and Street Tree population.
The CSRP will most assuredly require the removal of thousands of street trees. A comprehensive tree removal,
replacement, and planting plan is absolutely necessary and a key CSRP component to ensure achievement of
sustainability goals.
•

Tree Removal Permit Process — The Board of Public Works (BPW) Tree Removal Permit policy requires all
potential street tree removals be reviewed by the Board or its designated officer. For the removal of two or
less street trees, the BPW designated the Urban Forestry Division head as the officer with the authority to
approve these tree removals. A thorough inspection and review is undertaken for each tree removal
application utilizing the practices aforementioned.
Tree removal applications for three or more street trees are reviewed and must be approved by the BPW.
This application type requires the trees to be physically posted for a period of thirty days after which a BPW
hearing is held and a decision determined.

•

•

•

Tree Removal Replacement Policy
o The BPW tree removal replacement policy requires two street trees be planted for every street tree
removed. The standard tree stock replacement size is 24” box. Although there are other tree
replacement methods, the 2:1 tree replacement policy provides an achievable and economically fair
outcome for those residents required to replace trees. Additionally, the 24” box size trees stock
realizes a compromise between tree establishment ability and a tree's resistance to vandalism while
providing a reasonable length of time to canopy replacement of 7-10 years.
o All trees removed in execution of the Access Request Program should be replaced on a 2:1 basis by
the City and planted at locations determined by the BSS. All replacement trees should be watered as
determined by the BSS for a period of three years.
Tree Planting Specifications
o Root Control Barriers (RCB) - Much Arboriculture research on the use of RCBs has been conducted
often with various and sometimes conflicting outcomes. However, most research has shown that the
use of RCBs can increase the time in which conflict with the infrastructure the barrier is meant to
protect may occur. Therefore, the Bureau requires RCBs be installed on street tree plantings.
o Tree Planting Standards - Trees shall be planted according to the specifications put forth in the BOE
Standard Plan(s) S-450-3, S-455-2, and S-456-2.
Tree Species Selection
o Climate - Southern California is known for its Mediterranean climate which for the most part is
conducive to the growth of most of the world’s tree species. Due to its large geographic size, the City
has several micro-climates and also varying soil types within its boundaries. Therefore, determining
the correct species for a specific location should take into account these vagaries.
o Site Selection - Street tree design is unique due relationship with public and private infrastructure
and to its linear orientation. The species selection should be based upon the “right tree-right place.”
Since street trees are generally planted along street sides, species selection should design for
uniformity along blocks and street segments. The uniformity allows for similar tree maintenance as
well as providing for design continuity. Generally, street tree species selection at a given location is
determined by the predominate tree species on a given block if that tree species is appropriate for the
location.
o Biological Processes - Chemical organic processes occurring in trees produces Oxygen. However,
these processes also produce Biogenic chemicals, Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC), that can be
harmful to humans and the environment. Therefore, species selection should also account for
Biogenic outputs.
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*

•

Native Tree Species - The City is also home to several native trees species. By their very nature,
native tree species have unique environmental and growth needs that are often not present in a street
tree environment. Generally due to native tree species growth needs and habits, planting native trees
species requires larger planting areas. Additionally, the two most prevalent native tree species to the
Los Angeles area, Coast Live Oak (Quercus agrifolia) and Western or California Sycamore (Platanus
racemosa), are both considered high Biogenic emitters. Therefore, widespread use of native tree
species must be thoroughly evaluated before being implemented.
o Community Involvement - The community in which street trees are to be planted is also a
consideration. Research has shown that with community ‘buy-in’ to tree planting projects, the
likelihood of tree establishment increases. Therefore, including community in street tree species
selection is also important.
o Water Requirements/Drought - Since trees are immobile, the ability to weather drought, pest, and
other stresses in natural environs is critical to trees surviving. In other words, a tree must be able to
withstand slight to moderate drought or other stress. However, all tree species need ample water to
allow for their establishment early in life. The critical path to street tree survivability is sufficient
water in their first three years of life to remain vital and healthy. Once established, different tree
species may react differently to varying water provision. Therefore, if trees are to be planted in areas
that may not receive any irrigation besides rain, water requirements should be one of the main factors
considered when making species selection.
Tree Replacement Location Selection - Selecting the new planting locations of tree replacement stock will
be determine by various methods.
o If adequate space exists for street tree planting at the location of the removed tree, a tree shall always
be planted back in that location.
o Additional tree removal tree replacements shall first be planted within the neighborhood/community
in which the tree removal(s) occurred.
o For projects that have large quantities of tree removal and consequently high quantities of tree
removal replacement stock, the BSS shall consider:
* Heat island data.
* Historically low canopy areas of the City.
* Air quality data.
Street Tree Selection Guide - The current guide lists 150 tree species that due to the City’s Mediterranean
climate, can be grown and survive in the City. However, due to the City’s extended drought and many
scientist's opinion that global warming may cause current conditions to persist, it is now time to review and
revise the guideline to reflect his new reality.
Therefore, by January 2017, the BSS will provide a revised guide. The new’ guide will take into account a
new? climatic paradigm as well as address California South Coast Air Quality Management District
requirements relative to trees release of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).

As noted, street tree selection includes many factors. Hence, street tree species selection is ultimately best performed
by urban forest professionals.

ITEM #28
ALTERNATIVE SIDEWALK MATERIALS
Item #28 directs the BOE and BSS to develop and implement an alternative sidewalk materials program adjacent to
City facilities. The use of alternative materials to concrete as the City standard resides with the BOE.
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In March 2016, the BSS and several other City agencies participated in a tour of the City of Santa Monica’s usage of
rubber sidewalks. Three locations were toured, two of which were second generation rubber sidewalks and one a
third generation. The second generation sites showed exhibited shrinkage and curling much like the BSS’s previous
experience. The third generation site was being installed as part of the tour and the resilience of this new material is
still not known. It should be noted that the third generation installation may not have been ADA compliant.
Regardless of the ability of the industry to provide alternative materials like rubber, porous concrete, etc., any and all
materials adjacent to trees where the planting area is not sufficient for root growth are all subject to potential
uplifting. Therefore, the City must be willing to provide a tree root maintenance program to head off the uplifting
before it occurs or wait until that time the sidewalk material is uplifted and provide the reconstruction.

ITEM #31
Diamond Blade Cutting (Sidewalk Grinding)
The BOE permitted a contractor utilizing a proprietary process termed “diamond blade cutting” to minimize trip
hazards on selected sidewalks. The BSS does not perform diamond blade cutting.
However, the BSS has performed extensive non-proprietary sidewalk grinding to remove slight sidewalk uplifting of
V” or less. The BSS utilizes sidewalk grinding to alleviate trip hazards but not as a tool to ensure a sidewalk is ADA
compliant. It is yet to be determined whether grinding of of igrade sidewalks results in the ground sidewalks
compliance with ADA requirements. If the City’s ADA Compliance Officer determines this to be the case and that
sidewalk grinding may be funded by the Willits’ settlement, the BSS is prepared to utilize the sidewalk grinding
option wherever it is deemed appropriate.

ITEM #35
Root Pruning Cycle
Item #35 directs the BSS to report on the proper or optimal root pruning cycle for the average City Street Tree and
develop a proactive root pruning plan. As noted in the response to Item #21, root pruning to allow for sidewalk
reconstruction is a temporary option. The BSS experience from the extensive root pruning performed during the
2000-2008 Sidewalk Repair Program indicates a root pruned tree may begin to create conflict with the adjacent
sidewalk, uplifting, cracking, etc., as early as three years after the initial root prune. Therefore, the only truly
effective method to providing lasting ADA compliant sidewalks is the creation of a root pruning maintenance
program.
The objective of the root pruning program is to ensure the roots are pruned prior to the sidewalk becoming noncompliant with ADA requirements. Although every individual tree within a species and species within the global
street tree population grow at different rates, a root pruning program should be designed with the lowest common
denominator for conflict reoccurrence. To achieve this, the BSS recommends root pruning be performed at three
year intervals. It should be noted that a root pruning program would be necessary regardless of the sidewalk material.
The funding of a programmatic root pruning program would have to be determined. Possible funding sources
include hut may not be limited to the Willit’s settlement monies or the City’s General Fund.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Designate the BSS as the responsible agency for pre- and post-inspection for concrete repairs and all
ancillary tree work required pursuant to concrete repairs for locations in the Access Request Program
including provision of the Sidewalk Certificate of Compliance.
2. Designate the BCA as the responsible agency for the pre- and post-inspection of the locations included in the
Sidewalk Repair Incentive Program to determine the cost and extent of all concrete work (sidewalk,
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3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8

.

9.
10

curb/gutter, driveway) including provision of the Sidewalk Certificate of Compliance.
Designate the BSS as the responsible agency for tree inspections of locations included in the Sidewalk
Repair Incentive Program.
Direct the CA office to respond to the possibility of a third party accepting legal responsibility for sidewalk
compliance if said party is requesting a tree remain in opposition to the property owner adjacent to the
subject tree request for tree removal.
Direct the BSS to adopt tree removal, tree retention, tree replacement, root pruning, tree removal alternative,
and tree well standard practices contained in this report.
Direct the BSS to include and invite community participation in the review of the recommendations
contained within this report.
Direct the BOE to review and approve the use alternative materials other than concrete in sidewalk
construction.
The City institute a proactive three-year root pruning program for all retained street trees.
Direct the City’s ADA coordinator to determine if sidewalk grinding is ADA acceptable.
Direct the CA office and BOE collaborate to create an expedited and user friendly public ROW dedication
process.
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